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I have presented at several different conferences on a range of lighting control topics,
and participate as a member on several standards making bodies, including the
Illuminating Engineering Society's Lighting Control Systems, Assembly and
Performance Lighting, Museum and Art Gallery Committees, and ESTA, the
Entertainment Services and Technology Association's Control Protocol Working Group
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As PoE has changed to meet growing technology and application requirements, it has
been divided into classes. PoE devices, on the other hand, are categorized by a type
depending on their power requirements.
PSE Power – Maximum power available at the power sourcing equipment (PSE)
PD Power – Power required by PoE class at the Powered Device (PD)
Most devices needed more power than was offered in Type 1 (13w). IE camera that
pan and tilt. Wireless access points becoming more advanced required more power.

https://www.belden.com/blog/digital-building/poe-types-what-they-mean-and-howthey-re-used

Lower install costs. Cat5e or Cat6 cable is being used to transmit the signal and
power, with that cost compared against the use of THHN conductors and a separate
control cable for the luminaire control. There is a lot of discussion with regards to the
labor side of the installation, with an electrician on the line voltage install vs a data
technician for the category cable installation, but one thing to keep in mind is you
don't completely remove the electrician from the equation.
A simplified installation, raceways, be that conduit, MC Flex, or some other means for
a line voltage installation, compared to the network cable being a Class 2 signal as
defined by NFPA 70, the National Electrical Code, which would allow for "free wire"
installation, with the use of cable hooks, cable tray, or other rated means of cable
installation, not requiring conduit.
A safer installation would be expected, as the power being supplied for a PoE device
is between 48 and 54VDC, with a maximum wattage of 90W, so the chance of fire or
other hazard is reduced. In addition, with the way most Power Sourcing Equipment
works, they will turn off the power at the port if a device disconnects, or if the cable
is cut.

Flexibility in our install, with us not being restricted in a way by raceways, moves,
changes, and adds could be more easily accomplished when the lighting needs to be
rearranged in a given space.
Network management, our fixtures are end-points on our Ethernet Network, and the
vast majority of them provide control and feedback on performance and other
sensory data, all over our same category cable.
Our energy savings are driven with our use of LEDs for the lighting source, and the
more direct use of DC power present in PoE systems to operate them. We don't have
that need to convert power from AC to DC at the fixture, so we don't have the power
loss and heat generation from that process.
We can gain more finite control, as it allows in most systems for control of individual
fixtures without the need for additional signaling cable, potentially making it easier to
assemble systems and take advantage of emerging technologies and concepts, such
as Circadian rhythms.
And finally, support for other services, such as a variety of sensors for the collection
of atmospheric and traffic data, or provide feedback to occupants of spaces via a
visual means.
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PoE does not mean a designer is limited in their choice of fixtures for the application,
as it is in most applications, it is a different driver that is being used in the fixture
body and with the LED array.

Ethernet cabling standards, as defined under ANSI/TIA-EIA 568, limit length to 100m.
When planning out cabling, we usually allow for a 90m circuit length for the installed
cable, and 10m to patch and connection points at either end, in our TR closet, and at
the fixture. This factor also can be used to cover unintended obstructions in running
our cable from point A to point B.
An extender can extend the span up to 4,000ft (1,219m)
Older devices receive power and data separately and will need an injector or splitter.
Device compatibility. PoE as a standard by IEEE, is based on amount of power being
delivered to a device, how the device negotiates for that power from our Power
Sourcing Equipment, how we use the four pairs in our category cable to deliver that
power, and that is really it for the standard. It is an Ethernet signal, and as such, one
manufacturer's PoE fixtures and controls don't operate another manufacturer's
fixtures, as it comes down to the formatting of the signal that is running over the
Ethernet circuit. It means that some thought in the beginning needs to be put into
the selection of a PoE line of fixtures and control, as there is no standard that defines
the signal side, like there is with DMX512 and DALI, for example.

And Power Delivery rates. We have 90W of power at our source, and 71W of power
in our Type 4 hardware, so that could restrict what fixtures could be powered via PoE.
Higher powered source might still be more efficient being powered by line voltage
circuits. Of course, as LEDs progress in efficacy, we can see more and more
applications being able to leverage the available power of a PoE system, based on
today's standards.
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PoE switch- network switch with the ability to provide power over Ethernet from each
interface while still being able to forward frames.
PoE Splitter- Supplies power by splitting the power from the data and feeding it to a
separate input that a non PoE compliant devices can use.
PoE Injector- Sends power to PoE equipment that receives data through existing nonPoE switch
PoE Extender- Devices used to extend Ethernet network devices beyond the 100m
distance limit for twisted pair Ethernet cable

Concerns about heat generation at the higher power levels we are now talking about
on our Category cable. Remember, for years, 30W was our maximum power, and has
anyone ever felt an Ethernet cable that was hot, or even warm to the touch.
But we are now talking about much higher power levels on these cables, and then, we
take the cables as we are entering our TR spaces, racks, cable trays, and start
bundling these cables, each carrying that higher power limit, and that started to wake
people up to potential issues, and rightfully so.
The National Electrical Code took interest, and has started to address these concerns,
looking at our safety issues with the amount of power and related heat we are now
talking about.

Limited Power Cable
New designation effective September 2015. Comes about from a concern in the
industry in regards to 24 and 23 AWG Communication cables carrying higher power
levels and the related heat rise on the cable when bundled. Per NFPA 70 Chapter 8, it
is possible to have up to 100W of power per circuit, and a typical Category cable has
four circuits with its pairs. With IEEE 802.3bt moving up to the 100W power range,
there is a concern that we could have 400W of power on a Category 6 cable.
UL working to revise UL 444 which covers communication cable to address the power
needs. The LP marking is something from UL and is not part of any ANSI standard, it
is a certification. UL builds a bundle of 192 runs of cable in a 6’ non-metallic tube to
simulate the heating of the cable, subjecting the bundle to different current levels,
and measuring the temperature rise inside the bundle. Increment the power until
you reach the temperature rating of the cable, record how much current is passing,
and you have your LP rating of your cable.
NEC 725.144(B) permits the use of Class 2-LP or Class 3-LP cables to supply power to
equipment at current levels up to the marked ampere limit located immediately

following the -LP suffix. No bundle size limits are specified. The Informational Note 2
to this section also permits LP cable to be used in accordance with the ampacities in
Table 725.144 that are the same as Class 2 and Class 3 cables without the LP suffix
based on the AWG size, temperature ratings and bundle size, even though the current
may be higher than the LP rating of the cable.
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Prior to the addition of Section 725.144 and Table 725.144 in the 2017 NEC,
designers, installers and AHJs did not know if a safety hazard could occur when 4-pair
data cables carrying power as well as data were bundled together in cable trays or
cable routing assemblies. To address the risks of cable heating associated with cables
carrying power and data, UL conducted a fact-finding investigation to support the
addition of Table 725.144 in the 2017 NEC that establishes an ampacity table for each
22 to 26 AWG conductor in 4-pair Class 2 or Class 3 data cables in bundles up to 192
cables.
NEC 725.144(A) requires Class 2 and Class 3 cables used to transmit power and data
to comply with Table 725.144 to determine code-compliant ampacities for each
conductor in an installation.

C137 National Electrical Manufacturer's Association Lighting Systems Committee
Short document, four pages.
24ga wiring is very typical of your Cat5e cable, and the vast majority of your Cat 6
cables are a 23ga conductor.
What does this mean? As a general rule of thumb, if your PD device requires 55W or
less of power, you can run a Cat 5e cable that is 24ga wiring, and you won't have any
ampacity issues. If you have a higher power requirement, use Cat 6 cable. Now you
could say, just run Cat 6 cable for everything and be done with it, but there is a cost
associated with that statement. It is a cost/benefit consideration.
Remember, Cat5e cables good for 100Mbit or 1Gb signals, and in this application,
lighting, our data rate requirements are just not that great. Turn the source on, dim
it, etc. Even add sensors, we still do not have a great data speed requirement to be
concerned with here. We are not pushing a real time video signal where we can't
afford dropped frames. So put a couple of hundred lighting fixtures in a building, with
an average circuit length of 50m, and there is a cost evaluation to be looked at using

Cat5e vs Cat6 cable. How often after the installation are we going to want to go to a
higher wattage fixture requiring a cable change, where we would not also be doing a
major architectural change.
Another note here is the RJ45 connector we are all so used to. We are talking now of
100W of power over our small plastic friend, and mating or, more importantly,
demating under power. Yet another standard, IEC 60603-7 is addressing some of
those concerns, and TSB-184-A from the ANSI/TIA568 committee is addressing these
higher power delivery concerns with our cabling infrastructure.
And speaking of cabling…..
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This is stuff your IT designers know, what they live and breath every day. It is most
likely they will be making the decisions as to the cabling methods on a project, as it
might just be determined it is their domain. But you should be able to talk
intelligently here, and you have some different needs with lighting (mostly a density
at the ceiling level) that they aren’t looking at. Their density is at the desktop level.
Yes, touchscreens, wireless access points, VoIP phones, security cameras are driving
their PoE requirements, but that stuff isn’t usually getting laid out in a grid pattern or
some other denser requirement like we see in lighting.

Our cable runs are shorter from our power source to the PD device (our light fixture).
Our moves or changes or more contained in the area where the work is being done,
rather than maybe crossing over other areas to get back to our telecom room.

First two are very common strategies for distribution of cabling providing signal and
power. The third is a different concept from some manufacturers, where larger
power and signal is fed out to a gateway device, this is the PoE core, and then it might
go to an analog or low level digital signal and power to the devices themselves. They
might use a category type cable for that last bit or run, or you might find it is a two
conductor cable. They might take the large available power (remember our 90W of
delivery) and then distribute it to several smaller fixtures. You might give up
individual control of fixtures, as now we are just driving them with usually a PWM
signal, but you have fewer home runs, and can leverage that larger power delivery.
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Variety of integrations, which most of you might be aware of. Sensors from different
systems sharing data, access control allowing lighting to be turned on, HVAC changes
can occur based on occupancy, etc.
The interesting part is that now, lighting becomes another service on the network,
where most of these other systems are already living, particularly things like access
control and BMS systems. So this integration now becomes a software coding
integration, rather then getting some wire carrying some common denominator
signal to allow two different systems to share basic information. Of course, this
integration takes a different kind of work, as it is software now, but opens up many
more possibilities as all those various pieces of data are on the network.
An interesting concept is with fire alarm systems slowing moving to some form of IP
based signal on a network (we won't discuss the critical system requirements this
presents), but imagine now that the lighting system responds to a fire alarm not just
in turning all lighting on, but is able to provide direction for best path of egress,
because the alarm system is sharing real time data on where the emergency is in a
building, and the lighting is used to tell occupants where to go and not go to remove
themselves from the emergency. This concept becomes a lot easier to grasp when all
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that data is on the network rather than coming across on some lower level
communication path.
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Your usual UPS is not designed around this requirement, it is designed to sustain for a
shorter period of time and allow for an orderly shut down of a system.

One example on the market today, where two runs of cable from the switch are used.
One is to provide pass through power to a normal PoE LED driver, and provide that
monitoring of power, while the second run from the PSE provides the charging circuit
for an onboard battery. The device then provides the UL924 bypass like a typical unit
device, moving the LED array onto the battery
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